With the development of immersive media technologies, omnidirectional video service has been popularized at an accelerated speed due to the sense of presence it offered. Accurately measuring the user's subjective sense of presence on virtual reality (VR) devices are urgently required by video service providers and VR device manufacturers to further improve their quality of service. So far, there is no standardized methodology available for the conduction of the subjective experiment toward the user's sense of presence when viewing omnidirectional videos. In this paper, we designed a novel subjective assessment method, which evaluates the presence of omnidirectional videos where the scenes have been previously experienced in the real world by subjects. In this setup, subjects can easily and accurately form their sense of presence when viewing omnidirectional videos using previous observations of the real environment as references. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method is able to obtain reliable quantitative results toward the sense of presence.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the number of Visual Reality (VR) devices has had an explosive growth. A plenty of VR headsets such as the HTC Vive, Samsung Gear VR and Google Cardboard, are boosting the popularity of omnidirectional video streaming services. In fact, major video sharing websites and video-on-demand services such as YouTube [1] and Facebook [2] are already streaming omnidirectional videos to various devices.
Different with traditional 2D videos, omnidirectional videos can provide the whole 360-degree scene to end users. Users can rotate their heads for viewing any desired direction recorded on the sphere. Due to the wider field of view (FOV) [3] , [4] provided by VR headsets, omnidirectional videos offer stronger sense of immersion than traditional videos. In VR environment, this type of experience The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhaoqing Pan. is usually termed as presence-a feeling of being there in a perceptible external world around the self [5] - [7] . According to different definitions [8] , [9] , presence covers a broad range of aspects including spatial presence, social presence, selfpresence, engagement, realism, and cultural presence. In the field of omnidirectional video processing and streaming, researchers are more concerned with the spatial presence, which describes the feeling, sense or state of ''being there'' in a mediated environment [5] . This experience is a unique experience of omnidirectional video versus traditional 2D videos. This feeling occurs when part or all of a person's perception fails to accurately acknowledge the role of technology that makes it appear that s/he is in a physical location and environment different from her/his actual location and environment in the physical world [10] .
Currently, there is few works focusing on evaluating users' spatial presence of omnidirectional videos. Recently, we built a framework [11] for assessing the spatial presence of end users when watching omnidirectional videos displayed on VR devices. We aimed to provide recommendations and solutions for modeling the spatial presence. It should be noted that the conduction of the subjective experiment in [11] still followed the ITU standard P.913 [12] - [15] , which is established for assessing the video quality of traditional 2D videos. However, we found that although subjects had been trained before the formal experiment, the internal consistency of subjective scores of the spatial presence was significantly lower than that of the perceived video quality of omnidirectional videos. Interviews with subjects showed that it was difficult for subjects to rate the sense of presence in unfamiliar scenes. This found conforms to the claim in [16] , [17] , who found that subjects cannot distinguish between an experience in reality and virtual reality by using questionnaires. Thus, this so-called ''no-reference'' experiment method is proved to be difficult to obtain reliable subjective score of presence. As there is no standard for assessing the presence of omnidirectional videos, establishing proper methodology for evaluating the presence of omnidirectional videos becomes an urgent research topic.
In this paper, we proposed a novel subjective experiment method which can accurately obtain the spatial presence. In the proposed method, omnidirectional videos are captured from the place where subjects have already experienced before. Since subjects have already observed the real environment as a ''reference'' before viewing the formal test videos, they can form and rate their sense of presence based on their prior experience.
Contributions of this paper are concluded as follows:
(1) We proposed the first subjective experiment method that is specifically designed to assess the spatial presence of watching omnidirectional videos using VR headsets. Our method can also be applied to assess the sense of presence in future 6DOF VR environment.
(2) We proved that the proposed method is more reliable where higher rating consistency and stronger rating confidence of subjects can be achieved.
(3) Using the proposed method, we firstly show to what extend can current omnidirectional video services provide the sense of presence to end users. The obtained subjective ratings can be used as recommendations and guidelines for improving the quality of omnidirectional video services.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the related work of the assessment of presence. Section III illustrates the proposed subjective experiment method. Section IV compares the proposed method with the classic absolute category rating (ACR) method recommended in ITU-T. Rec. P. 913 [12] and SSMR method in ITU-R BT.500-13. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK A. SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT METHOD
Conducting subjective quality assessment is an essential approach to understand the quality perception of human visual system, and also the basis for objective quality modelling. To ensure the validity and accuracy of subjective scores, developing standards for subjective quality assessment experiment is the primary task. International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has established a number of standards to guide the implementation of subjective experiments on video quality, such as ITU-R Rec. BT. 500-13 [18] , ITU-R Rec. BT. 1788 [19] , ITU-T Rec. P.910 [20] and ITU-T Rec. P. 913 [12] . These standards give commends on the selection of stimuli, the experimental environment, the test methods, the rating scales, etc. al. Among these methods, the absolute category rating (ACR) [12] , the single stimulus with multiple repetition (SSMR) [18] , the single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE) [18] , the degradation category rating (DCR) [12] , and the doublestimulus continuous quality-scale (DSCQS) [18] are the most commonly used methods. The ACR method is a category judgement where the test stimuli are presented one at a time and rated independently on a category scale. ACR is a single stimulus method. The subject observes one stimulus and then has time to rate that stimulus. In an alternative method of single stimulus method, i.e., SSMR, stimulus is presented three times organizing the test session into three presentations. Each of them including all the sequences to be tested only once. The first presentation is used to stabilize the subjects' opinion. The scores rated from this presentation are not be taken into account in the results of the experiment. The scores assigned to the video sequences are obtained by taking the mean of the data rated from the second and third presentations. In SSCQE, an electronic recording handset connected to a computer is used for recording the continuous quality assessment from the subjects. In contrast, DCR is a double stimulus method, which is also known as the double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) method [18] . DCR presents stimuli in pairs. The first stimulus presented in each pair is always the reference. The second stimulus is that reference stimulus after processing by the systems under test. Similarly, DSCQS [18] is a double stimulus method. Different with DCR, DSCQS is cyclic in that the subject is asked to view a pair of stimuli, each from the same source, but one via the process under examination, and the other one directly from the source. The subject is asked to assess the quality of both. These single and double stimuli method are mostly employed in the subjective quality assessment research.
Until now, there is still no standard specifically developed for omnidirectional videos. Existing subjective quality assessment experiments of the omnidirectional video still followed the experimental method designed for traditional flat videos [21] - [28] . In [21] - [24] , ACR method was used assess the perceptual video quality of omnidirectional videos. In addition, the ACR with the hidden reference (ACR-HR) was employed in the establishment of an omnidirectional video quality database [25] . Recently, authors in [26] proposed a Modified ACR (M-ACR), where test videos were consecutively shown twice before rating. They compared M-ACR with DSIS and found a very high correlation between the scores obtained with the two methods. In [27] , authors further proposed a subjective video quality assessment method for measuring the video quality of the whole and regional omnidirectional video.
In fact, the sense of spatial presence is a higher dimensional experience than video quality. This experience is a typical type of experience of virtual reality content including the omnidirectional video. The video quality is only an impact factor of spatial presence. As for the novel experience, i.e., the sense of spatial presence of omnidirectional video, there is still no standard for recommending the experimental method designed for assessing this experience. Some researchers used the social research methods such as the questionnaire to investigate the characteristic of users' sense of spatial presence.
B. PERCEIVED SPATIAL PRESENCE EVALUATION
Some researchers tried to measure specific influence factors of the sense of presence in VR environment [29] - [32] . In [29] , authors designed a questionnaire containing 32 questions to investigate the relationship between users' sense of presence and some handcrafted influential aspects such as control factors, sensory factors, distraction factors, and realism factors. Authors in [30] investigated the impact of four types of sense, i.e., sense of physical space, engagement, ecological validity, and negative effective, on users' sense of presence. In [31] , authors designed a spatial presence questionnaire, named MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire (MSC-SPQ), to investigate the influence of attention allocation, self-location, and possible actions on users' sense of spatial presence. Similarly, authors in [32] investigated the relationship between the cognitive absorption and users' sense of presence in a VR game. The above studies aimed at revealing the qualitative relationship between presence and specific human perceptual aspects in generalized VR environment. Directly evaluate the sense of presence is outside the scope of these studies.
On the other hand, some researchers managed to evaluate sense of presence using physiological signals. In [33] , authors used the heart rate, electrodermal activity and electroencephalogram, to measure users' sense of presence in the virtual environment. In [34] , heart rate, head movement together with a questionnaire were used to assess the presence. However, this type of methods requires professional equipment and the reliability of experimental results strongly rely on the accuracy of the devices and the validity of the assumptions made. Designing accurate and implementationfriendly experiment method is thus of fundamental importance.
As for the human perception research specifically carried out for omnidirectional videos, to our best knowledge, most studies focused on evaluating the quality of experience aspects [35] - [42] instead of assessing the sense of presence. For instance, authors in [35] present a subjective test in measuring quality of omnidirectional video. The inconsistency of viewing directions between subjects was considered in calculating the Differential Mean Opinion Score (DMOS). Very recently, Schatz et al. [36] present an approach towards subjective quality of experience assessment of omnidirectional video streaming. They investigated the impact of stalling on the quality of experience in the context of omnidirectional video streaming using VR headset. Their findings showed that subjective testing for immersive media like omnidirectional video is not trivial, with even simple cases like stalling leading to unexpected results. It should be noted that the subjective experiment methods employed in these studies were the methods recommended in ITU-T Rec. P. 913 or ITU-R Rec. BT. 500-13, which were designed for assessing the video quality, audio quality and audiovisual quality of traditional 2D video. So far, there is still an absence of a standard to guide the design of subjective experiments for studying users' presence of omnidirectional video displayed on the VR headset. How to accurately evaluate the presence of omnidirectional videos remains an open issue. 
III. COMPARISON-BASED SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT METHOD
The main idea of the proposed method is to create a virtual reality environment where the subjects have previous visited in the real world. In this setup, the subjects can form the spatial presence when viewing the omnidirectional videos with previous observations of the real environment being a reference. Based on the comparison between two circumstances, they can give their judgement of spatial presence more accurately.
The study in this work consists of two phases: 1) the selection of real-world environments as well as the corresponding video capturing, 2) the subjective evaluation experimental design, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The method was introduced in three subsections which are the introduction of the software and equipment used (subsection A), the test sequence capturing (subsection B), and the proposed experimental protocol (subsection C). To clarify the benefits of the proposed method, we used the ACR method recommended in the ITU-T Rec. P. 913 and the single stimulus with multiple repetition (SSMR) method recommended in the ITU-R BT.500-13 as the comparison method.
A. EQUIPMENT 1) VR HEADSET
A standalone VR headset (i.e., Pico Neo VR headset with a Qualcomm Snapdragon 835 SoC inside) was used in this study. This device is cable-free thus facilitating the outdoor subjective experiment conduction. This headset features a resolution of 1440 × 1600 pixels per eye, a horizontal field of view in 101 • , and a refresh rate up to 90 Hz. Unity 2017.2.0f3 and Android SDK for windows were used to develop an omnidirectional video player. For the convenience of rating, a scoring interface was developed to let the subject use the gamepad to rate scores without taking off the HMD.
2) OMNIDIRECTIONAL VIDEO CAPTURE DEVICE
To capture the omnidirectional videos, Insta360 Pro 2 was used as the video recorder. It has six fisheye lenses and can capture a 360-degree visual scene in the resolution of 8K with a framerate of 60fps. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2 , Insta360 Pro STITCHER was used to stitch the six captured visual field using the optical flow mode [43] .
B. TEST SEQUENCE
In order to obtain accurate ratings of presence from subjects, all the omnidirectional videos to be viewed were captured in the real-world environment where subjects were experienced in advance. More specifically, all test videos were shot in university campus where subjects were recruited to rate their spatial presence. The camera was set 1.75m above the ground to simulate the average height of subjects. Twelve scenes, denoted as V1 to V12, were captured. Screenshots of the videos are shown in Fig. 3 , including six indoor scenes (V1 to V6) and six outdoor scenes (V7 to V12). A detailed description of each scene is listed in Table. 1. All these scenes are familiar to the subjects recruited. Each video lasts for 1 minute and has an 8K resolution and a framerate of 60 fps. Considering the computing ability of the standalone VR headset, the original videos were decoded to YUV420 format and down-sampled to 4K resolution (3840 × 1920) with a framerate of 30 fps. These YUV video sequences were further encoded using x265 encoder with QP = 15 to generate highquality videos as the test database.
To conduct the comparison experiment, another twelve high-quality omnidirectional videos in 4K resolution (denoted as C1 to C12) downloaded from YouTube were selected. Each video had a framerate of 30 fps and was clipped to one-minute long. It is noted that the subjects never experience the scenes in these videos before.
C. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
Three experiments were designed in this work. In addition to the proposed method, we used the ACR and SSMR as the comparison methods to conduct the comparison experiments.
For each of the experiments, A total number of 25 nonexpert subjects, 13 women and 12 men, participated in the subjective experiment. All subjects were between 20-32 years old with an average age of 27 and had normal or correct-tonormal eyesight. A two-month interval was set between ACR and SSMR experiment to minimize the memory effect [44] .
1) MAIN EXPERIMENT: PROPOSED METHOD
In this experiment, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , the introduction of the experiment was firstly provided to the subjects. Then, a training session was performed to familiarize the subjects with the test methodology and software. In each trial, subjects were asked to observe the environment for about 1 minute. After the observation, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , subjects watched the test sequences displayed on the VR headset. During the watching period, subjects can rotate their head to change their viewports. After the display, subjects were required to answer the question: ''To what extent did you feel like you were really inside the virtual environment?'' using the 5-point Spatial Presence scale [30] , where a point from 5 to 1 indicates the degree of being there from ''Very strong'' to ''Not at all''. To obtain the rating confidence of subjects' judgement on the spatial presence after all experiments, we further required each subject to answer an additional question after the experiment: ''To what extent are you sure of your rating?'' also using the 5-point scale, where a point from 5 to 1 indicates from ''Pretty sure'' to ''Completely uncertain''.
2) COMPARISON EXPERIMENT: ACR
To clarify the benefits of the proposed method, we used the ACR method recommended in the ITU-T Rec. P. 913 as the comparison method. The laboratory environment was set following the guidelines specified by the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) [45] . As illustrated in Fig. 4(b) , after the introduction and training, subjects viewed each test sequence on the headset in the laboratory. The test sequence was displayed only once. Subjects gave their judgement of the spatial presence for each test sequence after display. The five-point rating scales and questions are the same with those in the proposed method.
3) COMPARISON EXPERIMENT: SSMR
The SSMR method recommended in the ITU-R BT.500-13 was also employed as the comparison method. The laboratory environment was set same with that of the experiment using ACR method. As illustrated in Fig. 4(c) , after the introductions and training, subjects viewed each test sequence on the headset in the laboratory. The video sequences were presented three times organizing the test session into three presentations. Each of them including all the sequences to be tested only once. The first presentation was used to stabilize the subjects' opinion. The scores rated from this presentation were not be taken into account in the results of the experiment. The scores assigned to the video sequences were obtained by taking the mean of the data rated from the second and third presentations. Subjects gave their judgement of the spatial presence for each test sequence after display. The fivepoint rating scales and questions are the same with those in the proposed method.
After finishing the rating process, subjects with extreme scores should be rejected by the value of the linear Pearson correlation coefficient (LPCC) as recommended in ITU-T Rec. P. 913 [12] . The LPCC is calculated as:
where x i was the average value of all subjects' rating scores for the i th video and y i was the individual rating score of one subject for the i th video. n represented the number of videos. In this experiment, no subject was discarded since there was no subjects' LPCC lower than the discard threshold 0.75.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Experimental results regarding the spatial presence, the rating confidence of subjects and the rating consistency between subjects of all three methods were provided in this section.
A. PERCEIVED SPATIAL PRESENCE Fig. 5 visually shows the distribution of subjective scores of the spatial presence for each test video in three experiments. The test sequence in these experiments were at high quality. However, it can be seen that the distribution of subjective scores obtained by using the proposed method is relatively concentrated. A minimum of 80% of subjects (V7) gave a uniform score. For V2 and V3, even 96% of subjects have a consistent opinion. In contrast, the results obtained by using the traditional method are much more disperse. It is difficult for subjects to reach a unified cognitive opinion when the experiment used ACR and SSMR methods. This phenomenon indicates that subjects are easier to reach an agreement on the sense of presence using the proposed method. The underlying reason maybe that, compared with the traditional ACR and SSMR methods, subjects can make a comparison between the real environment and the virtual scene rendered. Moreover, subjects tend to give higher rating scores using the proposed method, with the majority of scores concentrating at 3 and 4 points. It shows that, compared with ACR and SSMR methods, subjects can feel normal or strong sense of presence when they are watching omnidirectional videos in which the scenes recorded have already been experienced by the subjects before.
B. RATING CONFIDENCE OF SUBJECTS
To compare the validity between the two methods, we checked the rating confidence of subjects. This score represents subjects' confidence of the accuracy of their judgement on the spatial presence. Fig. 6 shows the mean value of rating confidence scores averaged over all subjects in our experiment for three methods. The error bars are the standard deviation of the rating confidence. The accurate values of these two indexes are shown in Table 2 . It can be seen that the rating confidence of subjects in the proposed method is much higher than those of the ACR and SSMR methods. This result indicates that subjects can give a judgement towards spatial presence with consistently higher confidence using the proposed method if compared with using ACR or SSMR method. This higher confidence level proves that introducing a ''reference'' in the experiment can improve the accuracy and robustness of the subjective ratings.
C. RATING CONSISTENCY BETWEEN SEQUENCES
To further evaluate the reliability of the presence ratings, we tested the consistency of the rating scores for each video sequence in three methods. Fig. 7 shows the averaged spatial presence ratings, i.e., the mean opinion scores (MOS), over all 25 subjects for each omnidirectional video. It clearly shows that the standard deviation of ratings using the proposed method in Fig. 7(a) is much smaller than those using the ACR and SSMR methods in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) . More specifically, in Fig. 7(a) , the averaged standard deviation is 0.3, whereas that number in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7 (c) are 0.63 and 0.56, respectively. The former is only 47.6% and 53.6% of the latter. This phenomenon indicates that the proposed method can ensure a higher consistency of subjects' scores independent of the scenes tested. In summary, according to the subjective experimental results, the performance of the proposed method in terms of the rating confidence of subjects and rating consistency between sequences are much higher than those when using the ACR and SSMR methods. It indicates that the proposed method is more suitable to acquire accurate subjective ratings of spatial presence of omnidirectional videos.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we explored a new subjective evaluation method for the first time that can be applied to assess users' spatial presence of omnidirectional videos. We evaluated the ability of current omnidirectional video system on providing users with a satisfactory spatial presence experience. Different with the traditional methods where omnidirectional videos with arbitrary scenes are used as test material, the proposed method applies the videos that record the scenes experienced by subjects before. In this way, non-expert subjects can form their sense of presence more easily and give their judgement on the presence with higher confidence. A subjective experiment was conduct to clarify the effectiveness of the proposed method. Experimental results showed that the ratings obtained by using the proposed method possess higher consistency between subjects than those using the ACR method and SSMR method.
It should be noted that the proposed method is not applicable for every omnidirectional video available. However, the purpose of this research is not to compare the spatial presence between different visual scenes, but to provide a general picture of the spatial presence in current development stage of VR technology. Thus, proposing a method to accurately acquiring/assessing the spatial presence over a series representing scenes (as used in our experiment) is of our concern. We evaluated the ability of current omnidirectional video system on providing users with a satisfactory spatial presence experience. The obtained subjective ratings can be used as recommendations and guidelines for improving the quality of omnidirectional video services. In future work, we will use more scenes to check the effectiveness of the proposed method and explore its usage in measuring the spatial presence in 6DoF environment.
